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The Dark Matter cards have green/red/dark circles which
corresponds to the research cards that look for each
candidate. Axion and MOND have 3 green circle, remembering
that the 3 research cards that look for them are operated in
a surface laboratory.

WIMP for example is researched by 2 experiments needing a
deep underground laboratory, and 2 than can run either in
an underground laboratory or a deep one. It is also the only
candidate with 4 research proposals looking for it. 
This information can be useful to plan the game.

TIPS

 While having strong grants (large values in M$) can be good
to get first the card you need, it may also be dangerous to
finish a research while many other players still have to play
if all event cards like “New Principal Investigator”, “New lab
Director” or “Revolution!” have not been played. 
You could very well end the turn not being anymore the
owner of that research and provide victory to another player. 

Laboratories are much limited in number and play an important
part of the game.

When planning your game, always take into account the effects
of “Revolution!” and “New lab Director” event cards 

Be careful when you have event cards in hand. If you don’t
have money card at the start of a turn you will need to discard
your 3 event cards to draw 3 new grant cards. It would be a
shame to discard all these event cards. Keeping 2 event cards
in hand can be dangerous if a third one is drawn at the end of
the turn, forcing you to discard them all.
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They then prepare the science card piles, laboratory
,research and resource, shuffling each of them. 
They thenremove from the game the money cards 26 to 30
from the grant cards (as they play as 3 players) and shuffle the
cards, and draw 3 cards. Mark draws 3 money cards,12, 24
and 42 M$. Jamie has 2 money cards, 1 and 8 M$ and the “No
more funds” event card. Sarah gets only onemoney card, 18
M$, and 2 event cards, “Revolution!” and “Student protest”.
They are ready to play.

Mark, Jamie and Sarah are playing. They sit around the table, and put in front
of them the 4 Dark Matter cards, WIMP, Dark Sector, Axion and MOND. 

GAME EXAMPLE

The first turn starts. The first card of each of the 3 piles is
swapped, revealing a surface laboratory, the “Shine through the
wall experiment” research, and a student resource card. Mark
plays face down his 24 M$ card, Jamie the 8 M$, and Sarah has
no choice but play the 18 M$. All cards are revealed and the
order is determined: Mark will play first, then Sarah, then Jamie.
Mark takes the surface laboratory and places it in front of him.
Then he flips the first card of the laboratory pile and reveals
another surface laboratory. 

Sarah takes the newly revealed surface laboratory and flips the
first cardof the laboratory pile revealing a deep underground
laboratory. Jamie takes the deep underground laboratory and
reveals the next card in the pile: an underground laboratory

The first turn is over. The 3 grant cards played (24, 8 and 18 M$) are discarded to the grant
discard pile and Mark, Sarah and Jamie (in the same play order) draw one card each from
the pile. Mark gets a 2 M$ card, Sarah a “Brilliant postdoc” event card and Jamie a 7 M$
card. 

The 3 central piles have an underground laboratory, the “Shine through the wall experiment”
research, and a student resource card exposed. Mark and Sarah have a surface laboratory
played in front of them, while Jamie has a deep underground laboratory. 
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GAME EXAMPLE (CONT)

The second turn is over, the grant cards playes (13, 12 and 7
M$) go to the discard pile and each player draws a new
grant card. Sarah draws the 33 M$, Mark the 3 M$, and
Jamie the 100 M$. Mark has in front of him 2 laboratories, a
surface one and an underground one, Jamie has a deep
underground laboratory with the “Scintillator crystals”
operating. Sarah has a surface laboratory running the “Shine
through the wall experiment”. The third turn can start. The
available cards are a surface laboratory, the “Neutrino
observatory” and a student resource card.

 
The second turn starts and Sarah has no money
card in hand, having 3 event cards. She must
discard them, face up, to the grant discard pile.
Mark and Jamie are happy to see Sarah had to
discard event cards. She then draws 3 new cards,
4, 13 M$ and a “New theoretical insight”. Mark
plays his 12 M$ card, Jamie the 7 M$ and Sarah
the 13 M$. Sarah picks first the “Shine through the
wall experiment” and assigns it to her surface
laboratory. She reveals the next research card,
which is the “Scintillator crystals”. 

 
 

Mark moans as he also wanted the Shine experiment for his surface
laboratory, while the available research doesn’t match his laboratory. He
decides to take the underground laboratory, places it in front of him and

reveals the next laboratory card, a surface laboratory. Jamie then picks the
“Scintillator crystals” and assigns it to the deep underground laboratory,

revealing the next card, the “Neutrino observatory”. 

Mark plays a 3 M$, Sarah the 33 M$ and Jamie the 100 M$. Jamie takes the student
resource and assigns it to the “Scintillator crystals”, revealing a publication resource. Sarah
then plays the “New theoretical insight card” and looks in secret at the dark matter
candidate below the WIMP card. It is a “This is NOT dark matter” card and knows she
shouldn’t worry about the “Scintillator crystals” research of Jamie.

 Mark is again unhappy as the research available, the “Neutrino observatory”, is not looking
for dark matter. He decides to take the publication for later and keeps the card to his side,
knowing he can keep 2 more cards this way. He reveals another publication card. 
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The 3 available cards are a surface laboratory, the
“Neutrino observatory” and a publication resource
card. The fourth turn starts. Mark plays the 2 M$,
Jamie the 1 M$ and Sarah the 21 M$. Sarah starts and
picks the “Neutrino Observatory” to play it on Mark
underground laboratory. Mark seems quite unhappy
with how the game has started for him. The
“Cryogenic calorimeter” is revealed. Mark complains
a lot.

The available “Cryogenic calorimeter” cannot run on
his available surface laboratory. The available
resource publication cannot help him to get rid of the
“Neutrino Observatory”, and the resource he has kept
from the previous turn is also a publication. He
decides to take the surface laboratory, his second
one, and reveals a deep underground laboratory.
Jamie then assigns the visible publication to the
“Scintillator crystals”, which is by now only missing a
data resource. The next resource card is revealed and
is a student.

GAME EXAMPLE

The third turn ends, and Jamie draws a “New principal investigator”
from the grant pile, while Sarah must draw 2 cards (she only has one
remaining card), a 21 and 22 M$. Mark finally draw one card, a 25
M$. Mark still has his 2 laboratories, a surface one and an
underground one, and one publication kept. 

Jamie has a deep underground laboratory with the “Scintillator
crystals” operating and a student resource on it (still needing a data
and a publication to fulfill the research), and Sarah has a surface
laboratory running the “Shine through the wall experiment”. 

Sarah, Mark and Jamie each draw a card from the grant pile to get  back
to 3 cards, 9 M$ for Sarah, 50 M$ for Mark and 10 M$ for Jamie. The fifth
turn starts with a deep underground laboratory, the “Cryogenic
calorimeter” research and a data resource as available. Mark has 3
laboratories, 2 surface and one underground in which the “Neutrino
Observatory” research is running. Jamie has a deep underground
laboratory running the “Scintillator crystals” with a student and a
publication resource, only missing a data.

(CONT)
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GAME EXAMPLE

Jamie takes the data for the “Scintillator crystals” and reveals a

student resource. The turn ends first by solving the fulfilled

“Scintillator crystals” research. 

The dark matter card candidate card below the WIMP card is

revealed, and to the surprise of no one, especially Sarah, it is not

dark matter. The “Scintillator crystals” research and the 3

resources associated are discarded from the game, leaving

Jamie’s deep underground laboratory available for a new

research.

Sarah still has her surface laboratory running the “Shine through

the wall experiment”. Mark plays the 50, Jamie 10 and Sarah 22

M$. Mark takes the data for his “Neutrino Observatory” and

reveals another data. Sarah takes the deep underground

laboratory and reveals an underground laboratory. 

 

The “Cryogenic calorimeter”, the visible research card from the

research pile, is also a research for WIMP, so it is discarded and a new

research is revealed, the “Noble gas TPC”. It is also a WIMP research so

it is discarded again, and reveals a “Quantum Gravity theory”. 

All players then draw grant cards to get back to 3 cards and the game

continues with only 3 dark matter candidates left...

(CONT)
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